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Tabby
Tabby was a constant backdrop to life for
everyone at this plantation. Each morning
enslaved men,women and children opened
their eyes to the sight offour tabby walls.
They began their day's labor in the cool,dark
tabby barn,gathering their tools and
supplies. At night,they closed their eyes to
the walls surrounding them.
—- —

Today,the slave cabins, barn,kitchen house
and main plantation house,built by enslaved
people,are lasting relics of a life of bondage
and struggle. They may look like ancient
Historic photograph of the slave cabins (Florida State Archives)

A Blending
of Cultures

ruins, but the slave cabins were built less than
two hundred years ago.

Tabby represents a blend of West
African, Spanish, and Native American
cultures. The oyster shells used to
make the tabby were mined from shell
mounds created by native peoples
thousands of-years before European

By the early eighteenth century,tabby
was used both here and in West Africa.

It is unclear whether tabby's origins lie
in the coastal southeast or whether the

technique was brought from West
Africa through the slave trade.

arrival in the new world.

Construction
Methods

The tabby buildings were
constructed by enslaved workers
who were skilled carpenters,tabby
makers and brick layers. The
structures they built 200 years ago
remain today.

Tabby was created entirely from
locally available materials. Oyster
shells piled into middens by the
Timucua were burned and ground
for lime. Sand and water were mixed

in,and often whole shells were

added to speed the hardening of the
tabby and to increase volume and

fireplaces at the slave cabins.
Once it hardened,the whole shell

tabby was covered with a protective
coat of lime putty, making the walls
smooth. Little of this putty remains
today.
There are holes in the walls ofthe slave

cabins because wooden spreader pins
were used to hold the frame parallel
during construction. Once the pins
were removed,the holes were filled in,
but the filler has since deteriorated.

durability.

Whole shell tabby was pourable and
used much like today's concrete.
This type of construction was used
for the slave cabins, kitchen house,

and the walls of the barn. Tabby,
without the whole shells, could also
be made into bricks, which were
used in the barn and the first floor of

the kitchen kouse, as well as the

Tabby was poured one layer at a time Into a
wooden mold held In place with spreader pins.

